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ABSTRACT

Multi-modal communication methods have been proposed for un-

derwaterwireless networks (UWNs) to tackle the challenging phys-

ical characteristics of underwater wireless channels. These include

the use of acoustic and optic technology for range-dependent trans-

missions. Software-de�ned networking (SDN) is an appealing choice

for managing these networks with multi-modal communication

capabilities, allowing for increased adaptability in the UWN de-

sign. In this work, we develop a simulation platform for software-

de�ned underwaterwireless networks (SDUWNs). Similar toOpen-

Net, this platform integrates Mininet with ns-3 via TapBridge mod-

ules. The multi-modal communication is implemented by equip-

ping each ns-3 node with multiple net devices. Multiple channel

modules connecting corresponding net devices are con�gured to

re�ect the channel characteristics. The proposed simulation plat-

form is validated in a case study for oceanographic data collection.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Underwater wireless networks (UWNs) have drawn much atten-

tion for their extensive applications in scienti�c research, ocean
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environment monitoring, o�shore drilling, and naval operations.

A UWN system may consist of heterogeneous nodes with an on-

shore or o�-shore control center, and o�-shore surface or underwa-

ter nodes that are mobile or stationary. Moreover, the o�-shore mo-

bile nodes, especially those representing autonomous or unmanned

underwater vehicles (AUV/UUV) and unmanned surface vehicles

(USV), are playing an increasingly important role in marine data

collection operations such as underwater searching and ocean �oor

mapping. With a capable UWN system, mobile nodes will be able

to share timely information, make collaborative decisions, and en-

hance the e�ciency of operations by modifying their trajectories

in real time.

Sincewireless communications in radio frequencies cannotwork

e�ectively in underwater environments, novel underwater wire-

less communication techniques, i.e. magneto-inductive, acoustic,

and optical communications, have been developed to provide a

means of wireless communication among UWN nodes. Due to the

challenging channel characteristics, practical underwater wireless

devices are usually only capable of either long-range/low-data-rate

transmissions (e.g. several Kbps over several kilometers in acoustic

communications [16], [2]) or short-range/high-data-rate transmis-

sions (e.g. several Mbps over several meters using magnetic induc-

tive, optical or ultra-sonic communications [2], [12]). Considering

the high cost of underwater equipment, it is more e�cient to equip

UWN nodes with multiple types of communication devices and de-

ploy nodes sparsely in a vast underwater area [2].

In addition, long-range underwater acoustic communication suf-

fers from long propagation delays and limited bandwidth of acous-

tic signals. The unpredictable environment also results in intermit-

tent connectivity for most underwater communication techniques.

To account for those factors, the system architecture of a UWN

node should be highly �exible to support novel communication de-

vices and networking protocol designs. In the last two decades, a

plethora of UWN-oriented protocols and system architecture have

been proposed [16], [3], [11]. The hierarchical architectures pro-

posed in [3], [11], [10] allow the user to install multiple di�erent

protocols at each layer of the protocol stack to coordinate multiple

UWN communication devices. Sealinx [10] also implements a core

module, thereby supporting more comprehensive protocol designs

across network layers.

WUWNet'17 1570396299
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Due to the current abstractions of UWN protocol stack layers,

cross-layer design of a protocol is still fairly limited. It can cur-

rently be accomplished by implementing either multiple interac-

tive modules at di�erent layers, or a single protocol module with

functions interacting with di�erent layers. Given its �exible and

virtualizable nature, SDNprovides an ideal platform for implement-

ing underwater communications technologies [2]. In addition to pi-

oneering work in software-de�ned underwater acoustic communi-

cations [5], [13], several SDUWN architectures have been recently

proposed [2], [6]. The separation of the control plane from the data

plane and an abstracted network representation are key features

that make SDUWN a promising design for future UWN systems

[2].

In this paper, we implement an SDUWN simulation platform

based onOpenNet [4] and ns-3 underwater acoustic network (UAN)

module[7]. To validate the simulation platform, a case study of us-

ing an SDUWN system to monitor the ocean current is discussed.

The OpenFlow protocol is employed to con�gure the routing topol-

ogy of the SDUWN system.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Related works

about SDN simulations are reviewed in Section II. Section III fo-

cus on the design of the SDUWN simulation. The ocean current

monitoring case study is discussed in Section IV. Finally, Section V

concludes our work, and Section VI discusses the future possibili-

ties in the �eld.

2 RELATED WORKS

As the next-generation networking paradigm, SDN aims to im-

prove network resource utilization, reduce network management

cost, increase interoperability between heterogeneous devices, and

accelerate innovation and evolution in the UWN �eld[2]. A typi-

cal SDN system consists of network nodes such as switches with

open and standardized interfaces and a network controller which

de�nes the behavior and operation of those switches[2]. A data

plane exists among the nodes for processing packets, with the con-

trol plane consisting of a central controller con�guring the behav-

ior of the nodes and connections between the nodes.

By using a lightweight OS-level virtualization approach,Mininet

provides a rapid solution for prototyping SDN systems[9]. How-

ever, both the control plane and data plane in Mininet are assumed

to be wired networks. In [14], OPNET is employed to simulate a

multi-hop wireless network using SDN to control routing con�gu-

rations.

Some SDN simulators integrate multiple software packages to

simulate both the network and the physical channel. For exam-

ple, OpenNet[4] uses Mininet for the control/data layers combined

with ns-3 to simulate the physical layer of a Wi-Fi channel. It does

so by connecting an ns-3 Tap Bridge module with a Tap device

created in Mininet. In [8], application modules that mimic SDN

switches supporting OpenFlow 1.0 were developed, and the Direct

Code Execution (DCE) ns-3 module was used to connect ns-3 with

the POX SDN controller. The DCE SDN framework proposed in

[8] performed better than OpenNet in terms of memory usage and

real-time performance. However, OpenNet is more �exible in run-

ning applications and controllers since Mininet runs terminals in

each host node's namespace with the same kernel used by operat-

ing system.

In this article, we implement a simulation platform for SDUWN

using OpenNet and the ns-3 UAN module. The underwater wire-

less channels for both the control plane and data plane networks

are simulated by ns-3. SDN switches and controllers are emulated

in Mininet, and are connected to ns-3 nodes with UAN net devices

via Tap devices and Tap bridges.

3 A SIMULATION SYSTEM FOR SDUWN

This section will focus on design of the proposed SDUWN simula-

tion system. The overall architecture and motivations for detailed

implementations will be introduced in this section.

The architecture of the proposed SDUWN system is shown in

Fig. 1. The framework is similar to OpenNet, as it uses Tap bridge

modules to interface Mininet with ns-3. Applications run on host

nodes ofMininetwith all capabilities of the operating systemwhich

runs the simulation. Data packages will be processed on switch

nodes of Mininet following the employed protocols with the help

of Open vSwitch. The SDN controller can run on a host node of

Mininet which connects to Tap bridges of a ns-3 node. The phys-

ical status of the SDUWN nodes, i.e. locations, available energy

and communication capabilities, are simulated in ns-3, as well as

the communication channels. When the network is constructed, a

SDUWN node will be simulated as the combination of a host node

with a switch node of Mininet and a ns-3 node. The host node and

switch node in Mininet are connected with negligible delay and

zero error rate. A packet sent out from a speci�c port of switch

can be relay to a net device of ns-3 node via a Tap bridge module

and �nally transmitted to the wireless channel simulated in ns-3.

Then, the packets are transmitted via ns-3 channels and received

by a corresponding ns-3 node. The received packets are sent up via

the Tap Bridge and handled by network programs in Mininet.

Each node in our system consists of a host-and-switch pair in

Mininet, as well as a matching node in ns-3. Similar to common ad-

hoc network nodes, most SDUWN nodes have full network func-

tion capabilities.

On the Mininet side, hosts run the applications, which allows

programs developed for the simulation platform to be conveniently

migrated to other hardware platforms. The switches (e.g. Open

vSwitch) handle interactions and protocols between each node and

the rest of the SDN. The multi-modal communication devices of a

host are simulated by corresponding Tap devices on a switch, and

each device can be accessed by the host as a network port.

Each ns-3 node can possess multiple net devices. Physical states

such as location coordinates, mobility patterns, and battery, are

simulated by ns-3 modules. Long-range low-data-rate and short-

range high-data-rate devices can be simulated as di�erent net de-

vices connected to corresponding channel modules in ns-3. Using

other wireless models provided by ns-3, it is possible to build a

hybrid network with SDUWN nodes connected to surface nodes,

which can communicate via Wi-Fi or other RF networks.

Since OpenNet was originally designed for Wi-Fi networks, it

is reasonable to assume that there is a reliable out-of-band control

plane network available for OpenFlow packets [4]. Thus, control

plane connections between an SDN controller and switches do not

2
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Figure 1: Simulation of SDUWN with Mininet and ns-3. Channel 1 and Channel 2 can, respectively, model a long-range low-

data-rate and a short-range high-data-rate underwater channel

pass through channels simulated in ns-3. However, a real SDUWN

system will need to employ a control plane network which is simi-

lar to the hybrid in-band and out-of-band control proposed in Soft-

Water [2]. As a result, control plane network will also su�er from

long delays and intermittent connectivity and needs to be simu-

lated in ns-3. To simulate the control plane, the SDN controller

runs on a Mininet host, and Open vSwitches in Mininet are con-

�gured with the in-band control mode. The control host connects

to an ns-3 node via a Tap connection, and all packets between the

controller and switches then travel through the ns-3 channels.

Existing SDN controllers need to be modi�ed to ful�ll SDUWN

requirements and adapt to the long delay and unreliable control

plane channel characteristics. At least the TCP timeouts need to

be changed to establish the OpenFlow connection between SDN

controller and each SDUWN node.

Since Mininet links are primarily designed for wired connec-

tions, OpenNet implemented segment classes for di�erent types

of wireless networks in Mininet[9]. For each segment class, there

exists a corresponding channel helper module created in ns-3. The

ns-3 channel characteristics, MAC settings and physical layer pa-

rameters of net devices are all con�gured by the segment class. A

network interface between a Tap bridge with ns-3 is installed by

adding hosts or switches to a segment in Mininet. Thus, wireless

links may not show up when running the net command in Mininet.

Multiple segment classes constructed in a Mininet script will con-

struct multiple independent channel modules in ns-3. Collisions

and interferences only happen between packets transmitted in the

same channel module.

4 A CASE STUDY

To test our simulation platform and explore challenges of SDUWN

protocol design, a simple example is studied in this section to illus-

trate challenges of using OpenFlow 1.0 in SDUWN.

4.1 SDUWN Application Scenario Example

The front in oceanography refers to the boundary between two

distinct water masses moving in di�erent directions [1]. Usually,

a conductivity temperature depth (CTD) sensor and an acoustic

Doppler current pro�ler (ADCP) will be equipped on each node to

measure the oceanographic data of the front area. Data measured

by an ADCP is a distribution graph of current velocity, which can

be as large as MB �les, while the CTD data usually vary on a far

slower timescale and have a lower level of variety than ADCP data.

Assume that a SDUWN system is deployed to measure the cur-

rent front. Each node is equipped with one modem for long-range

low-data-rate communications, and another for short-range high-

data-rate communications. Then, there could be a controller node

equipped with a long-range low-data-rate modem that runs POX

to con�gure the SDN switch on each SDUWN node. The long-

range low-data-rate acoustic modems can establish one-hop con-

trol plane communications between the controller node and any of

the SDUWNnodes. The short-range high-data-rate acousticmodems

can be used to establish data plane communications to transmit

data generated by sensors on each node.

Based on the measurements from [15], [17], we assume that the

long-range low-data-rate acoustic modems communicate with a

center frequency of 24KHz, 6KHz of bandwidth, a throughput up to

10Kbps, and a communication range within 1.5Km [15]. The short-

range high-data-rate acoustic modem can communicate at 1Mbps

within 100m [17]. Since the modulation algorithms for both acous-

tic modems are not available, our simulation models them as ns-3

UAN net devices with equivalent communication ranges, center

frequencies, bandwidths, and data rates. Thus, interferences and

collisions can be simulated in the experiments.

4.2 Running Original OpenFlow 1.0 in SDUWN

To explore challenges of SDUWN protocol design, we �rst try to

run the original OpenFlow 1.0 with the aforementioned SDUWN

con�gurations. Since controller is using underwater communica-

tion for control plane message transmission, the estimated Round

Trip Time (RTT) for the controller to a node 100m away can be

calculated as RTT = 2Tprop + Ttx1 + Ttx2 + Tproc , where Tprop
denotes the propagation delay, which is about 66.67ms in this ex-

ample. Ttx1 and Ttx2 are transmission delays for packet sent and

received, respectively. Taking the 74B long OFPT_HELLOmessage

as an example, Ttx = 74B/10Kbps = 59.2ms , while for a 242B

OFPT_FEATURES_REPLY message which is also a necessary mes-

sage for the handshaking processTtx can also be as long as 193.6ms

3
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Figure 2: A simple example of SDUWN. Two SDUWN nodes

(h1-s1 and h2-s2) are equipped with both Short-range High-

data-rate underwater acoustic modem and Long-range Low-

data-rate underwater acoustic modem. The controller is on

node h0 equipped with long-range low-data-rate underwa-

ter acoustic modem. The SDN switches on 2 nodes are con-

�gured by the POX running on h0. Application program is

running on h1 and h2.

. Even with the assumption that the processing delay denoted by

Tproc is negligible, the RTT is surely larger than 200ms for SDUWN

control plane. Since the original control plane of OpenFlow is de-

signed to work in secured communication based on standard TCP

protocol. Regardless the intermittent connectivity, the long delay

for underwater communication will make handshaking between

the controller and a switch hardly succeed. We used a ns-3 CSMA

channel to replace the long-range low-data-rate channel and tried

di�erent delay values. The simulation results show that OpenFlow

connection between the controller with a single switch cannot be

established if RTT is more than 400ms.

An example of con�guration time for RTT equal to 0, 100ms,

200ms and 300ms is shown in Fig. 3. The con�guration time is cal-

culated as the time between the �rst OFPT_HELLO packet in the

channel and the last OFPT_BARRIER_REPLY that shows the con-

�guration of both nodes are completed. The topology for these ex-

periments are similar to Fig. 2. To set precise RTT, we used ns-3

CSMA channel to replace the long-range low-data-rate UAN con-

trol plane channel. Both nodes and the controller are connected to

the same CSMA bus to model a wireless channel with contention.

Fig. 4 shows the tra�c of a 2-Node SDUWN simulation. The

Y-axis denotes the size of data in Bytes. Solid line shows the Open-

Flow packets, while the dot dash line denotes tra�c for Node 1 and

the deshed line denotes the tra�c for Node 2. Since the �ow table is

very simple in this example, there will be only one OFPT_SET_CO-

NFIG packet needed to set all con�gurations for one node. How-

ever, due to contention and congestion, the con�guration process

can only be �nished after several rounds of retransmission. The

�ow tables have been con�gured around 380s. The controller will

broadcast an OFPT_ECHO_REQUEST packet every 5s to check if

every node is still online, and each node will reply an OFPT_ECH-

O_REPLY to acknowledge the controller, which is shown in Fig. 4

as the periodic small peaks. We started to transmit a �le fromNode
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Figure 3: Con�guration time for di�erent control plane

channel RTT.
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Figure 4: 2-Node SDUWN example with ns-3 CSMA control

plane channle. The delay for CSMA channel is 100ms.

1 to Node 2 around 470s to validate that the network con�guration

is working.

Di�erent from most existing wireless SDN scenarios, the con-

trol plane network of SDUWN is a wireless network with conges-

tions and contentions. The original OpenFlow control plane com-

munication is designed for secured wired connection, thus there

is no mechanism to handle control plane contentions. We set the

bandwidth of a CSMA control plane network to 10Mbps and sim-

ulated the handshaking process between the controller and multi-

ple nodes. The simulation results show that with original TCP and

OpenFlow design, the handshaking process cannot be �nished if

there are more than 4 nodes within the network.

4.3 Example with UAN Control Plane Channel

To illustrate that our simulation system can simulate the underwa-

ter environment, we con�gured a long-range low-data-rate chan-

nel as the control plane network with the parameters equivalent to

4
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Figure 5: 2-Node SDUWN example with UAN control plane

channle.

[15]. There are 2 SDUWN nodes and 1 controller in this example.

Since the UAN net device module of ns-3 introduces extra delays,

the distance between two nodes and the controller is set as close

as 10m to lower the RTT. However, the RTT is still too long for the

controller to �nish the con�guration.

Fig. 5 shows the OpenFlow packets (solid line) and data packets

for Node 1 (dot dash line) and Node 2 (dashed line). The Y-axis is

the size of packet in Bytes. The previous �ow tables on Node 1 and

2 expired around 260s and the controller tries to update the �ow

tables during 260s to 290s. Then, we try to use Node 1 to transmit

a �le to Node 2 with the UDP protocol at 305s, since there were

no valid �ow tables for this service, the Open vSwith running on

Node 1 sent these �les to the controller as PACKET_IN packets.

The controller tried to use PACKET_OUT to relay the packet to

Node 2, but due to limited bandwidth and the lack of contention

handling mechanism, it did not succeed.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presented a SDUWN simulation system based on Open-

Net and ns-3. The case study shows that the propagation delay,

the limited bandwidth and the intermittent connectivity of under-

water channel are major challenges for SDUWN protocol design,

especially for existing OpenFlow protocol who employs TCP to es-

tablish the secured control plane connection. The wireless control

plane network also requires radical modi�cations on SDN proto-

cols, i.e. a contention and congestion handling mechanism for con-

trol plane is needed. Moreover, a hybrid in-band and out-of-band

control plane con�guration needs to be developed for existing SDN

controller softwares. A SDN protocol for SDUWN will need to be

designed since OpenFlow cannot be directly used.
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